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Date 16 Jan  2022 

Hare(s) Tosser 

Venue Malden Rushett 

OnOn The Star Shy Horse 
(We were moved on!) 

THE FULL  MOON AFFECTS  
THE F IERCE TOSSER 

You can see Tosser’s 
problem. “Where do I set a 
trail for Surrey in midwinter?” 
There is a right answer: use 
our sunny uplands, use slopes 
too steep to turn into slop. The 
answer “Prince’s Coverts” was 
emphatically wrong, and 
landed us with a trail which 
was tedious, tiring, and 
monotonous. It began 
famously badly, when for 10 
minutes or more no one could 
find where flour resumed and 
the hare was not 
accompanying us. It cannot be 
said often enough: hares 
should go round again! And 
thereafter we just slogged 
around, trudging through slush 
and hoping it would all soon 
be over. 

Tosser might say “Well, I 
made it short. No one forced 
you to follow my long cut!” It 

is a valid point; my amour 
propre interfered with 
common sense. Most 
people had the wits to 
accept the shorter version. 
Those of us who took the 
long cut were greatly 
assisted by the fast few in 
front of us – Atalanta, 
Stevie Blunder, Miss Bean, 
I am not sure – who had 
assiduously marked 
through most of the checks. 
And I must admit, at 
previous visits to this area I 
have never been invited to 
run over that golf course. 
(Is it even a right of way?) 

The GM was with our 
group of long-cutters, and, 
finding that the great 
majority had been at the 
beer already for a good 
while, called an early 
Circle, which began with 

an account of the bathroom 
antics of our Uncle Gerry, 
unwittingly recorded on camera. 
Visitors were few, and Wally’s 
brother had vanished, so it was 
soon Tosser’s turn. For reasons I 
have yet to fathom, instead of 
drinking his down-down he 
threw the beer at me, an act of 
gratuitous discourtesy which he 
at once regretted. The singing 
had been ragged and ill-co-
ordinated; perhaps he noticed 
my emphatic “Drink it down!” 
Anyway, I went home, so 
allowing at least one of those 
trying to park to find a space: 
the Star is very popular on 
Sundays. Let’s not use Prince’s 
Coverts again in winter. 

First On felt she should 
correct my assertion that she had 
only been at Epsom Downs for 
the beer; she had been one of 
those, failed by Belcher as 

Checking Chicken, who had 
been obliged to give up and 
return early. “I would never 
drive all that way just for the 
beer!” 

My omitting our young 
leveret from last week’s report 
occasioned comment. 
(Leaving before the Circle I 
was unaware of her 
significance.) I am all in 
favour of children on a trail; 
who knows, they might grow 
into hashers? You all saw my 
grandchildren when I set a 
trail (with one of them) for my 
80th birthday in 2016. But 
what really matters to SH3 is 
getting their parents to run: 
our future depends on it. 

In modern politics, which 
depend on personalities, not 
principles, you can understand 
Tory grandees asking 
themselves anxiously whether 
their once charismatic BJ is an 

asset or a liability; across the 
Atlantic, Republican grandees 
have an opposite problem. It 
is not so much Trump the 
man who matters as the idea 
of Trump among his very 
many enthusiastic followers. 
We personify regimes; the 
English loathed Hitler, but 
really the problem was the 
Nazis. The target then was the 
Jews; the target in Europe 
now is outsiders, immigrants. 
Fascism has become nativism. 
In the US, the same could be 
said: resentment of Latinos 
arriving at the border with 
Mexico. But the deeper, 
darker, dislike is of African-
Americans, the fear that white 
supremacy is doomed. 

 
OnOn! FRB 

MOA 1 

Grand Master : 
Hash Flash  

(aka Neil Wilson-Harris) 
 

Joint Masters: 
Uncle Gerry / Gibber 

(aka Gerry Gurney) 
01372 386921   (h) 

cggurney@btinternet.com     
 

Tosser 
(aka Trevor Russell 

  
Religious Advisor : 

Le Pro 
(aka Stuart Gibb 

 
Clutcher’s Mate : 
Birthing Blanket 

(aka  Stephanie Ward) 
 

Hash Cash : 
J Arthur 

(aka Arthur Thomas) 
 

Trail Master: 
RHUM 

(aka Barry Nickelson) 
 

DapperHasherie: 
Fleur D’Or 

(aka Hazel Craig)   
 

Biermeister: 
Tequil’over 

(aka Richard Piercy)  
 

On Sec: 
Tequil’over 

(aka Richard Piercy)  
01372 454907 (h) 
07730 202263 (m) 

 
HashEd: 

Master Bates  
(aka Briain Lee) 

 
Scribe : 

FRB 
(aka FRB Hughes) 

 
 

sh3@surreyh3.org 
 www.surreyh3.org 

 
 

Trails Line: 
07484 134245 

(The line that never rings!) 

The Selenic (?) Hare 

The Runday Shag 



Receding Hare-Line 2022 - Runs start at 11:00 sharp! 

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details 

Directions 

Run    2401 

Date   23 January 2022 

Hare(s) Dr Death 

Venue Chobham Common 

On On The Four Horseshoes 

Post Code     GU24 8TL 

OS SU965649 

Scribe FRB 

what3words refuse.phones.monday 

2402 30 Jan Is Knees & Chastity Belt Ludshott Common 

2403 06 Feb OITE & Tail End  TBA 

2404 13 Feb Bodyshop TBA 

2405 20 Feb Cap’n Webb TBA 

2406 27 Feb Uncle Gerry TBA 

2407. 06 Mar Tequil'over Bookham/Leatherhead 

 

Our and Other Hash Events 2022 

04/02/22  37th First Friday Hash - 19:00 
Hare: RHUM - Venue: TBA - OnOn: TBA 
 
04/03/22  38th First Friday Hash - 19:00 
Hare: SBJ & Blue Suit - Venue: TBA - OnOn: TBA 
 
25/03/22 Officials Dinner - Venue: Clandon 
 
27/03/22 AGM - Venue & On On: Holmbury St Mary Village Hall 
 
01/04/22  39th First Friday Hash - 19:00 
Hare: RHUM (again?) - Venue: TBA - OnOn: TBA 
 
 

07/05/22 Hash May Ball - Venue: Bush Hotel, Farnham 
 

N

 
Take Junction 11 of M25, 1st exit on to St Peters Way, then at the next 
roundabout take 3rd exit on to A320. At the next roundabout take the 1st exit 
on to B386. Follow the B386 for 4 miles to the roundabout with Windsor Road 
and Chobham Road - B383. The car park is on the opposite corner of the 
roundabout. 
OnOn: The Four Horse Shoes: 13-15 Burrow Hill Green, Chobham GU24 8QP      
slope.assist.lines 01276 856257  

The Runday Shag Page 2 

 
 Sinners 

Rear of the week 

JArt just manages to stay erect 

One of the Birthday cakes 
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Addendum 2400 
  

I was accused, by the GM (in Addendum 2399) of “egging on” Tosser, mudwise. I 
should mention that he and over twenty members of WH3 were subjected to similar con-
ditions on our last hash (Run 1921) from The New Inn, at Send, by a virgin hare, Merial/
Pusseye. This’ll be OK, I thought, up and down the towpaths of the Wey Navigation and 
footpaths of the lakes and River Wey; no such luck, she found so much mud that when 
we crossed into the Old Woking (water) meadows, it didn’t seem much worse, only 
bloody awful, and it was dark, to boot! Since it was local to JArthur, I told him the venue 
but he had the good sense not to come. Perhaps Tosser was influenced by this run. To be 
fair Tosser’s run wasn’t quite twice as slithery as Atalanta’s last run. 

Richard “I’m a silly bugger” Nixon started it, giving us Watergate and, for some rea-
son, that last syllable zeitgeisted its way into history. Later, Reagan and Bush gave us 
Irangate. As for SH3 on FFH22, Bods gave us Birianygate and after COVID19 reared its 
head, Uncle Gerry gave us the long saga of Gibbergutgate. Last week our very own 
scribe gave us Daisygate and has now tried to deflect criticism by accusing Tosser of 
Selenicmudgate. You couldn’t make it up! As for Tosser’s behaviour at the circle, please 
see Letters to the Editor. 

Over to the RA: The RA was abreast of current affairs. Prince Andrew, Boris and 
thought it was unfair that Australia hadn't allowed Novak Djokovic into their country, 
after all England had let the Le Pro enter. 

There were drinky poohs for 3 members of the new Shiggy Dodgers for consulting their 
OS Map...........Bonn Bugle, Too Posh and Hornblower 

The Sinners: 
Chunderos for taking the Union to a new level. 
Cap’n Webb, no chicken, no flour, no checking, no brain you name it!! 
Flash wanting rid of the RA since January 1st 
Uncle G wanting the circle started while the RA was still out on the run. 
And of course the RA demanded TOSSER apologise to the legendary FRB after Ata-

lanta had given him a wipe down. 
  
 

        Two memsaabs were taking tiffin. "My daughter has just got engaged to a      
captain in the Kyber Rifles." "Oh, but my dear, aren't they black?" "Only their     
privates." "Oh, how exotic!" 
 

I’ve just burned 2,000 calories. That’s the last time I leave brownies in the oven while I 
take a nap. 
 

Did you hear about the two silk worms in a race? It ended in a tie! 
 

Thanks for explaining the word “many” to me, it means a lot. 
 

The future, the present and the past walked into a bar. Things got a little tense. 
 
OnOn! Master Bates 

Absolute Dregs 
Dregs 1 

Oh Deer! 

Their names are mud! 

No, it’s over there! 

Dregs 2 

Bastards! 

Tosser’s 
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Visitors 

Letters to the editor 
Dear Sir, 
Although I have no doubt that our scribe would never allow any trivial personal opinions to stand in the way of his customary impartial and objective  

criticism of a run I do feel it incumbent upon me to offer an explanation of the regrettable incident whereby a certain quantity of liquid (one really cannot 
call it beer) came to be projected onto the front of his jacket during the circle. It was thus: 

While receiving the usual recognition for my modest attempts as a hare I glanced into my mug and noticed what appeared to be a fly swimming around in 
the content [I wonder what it was doing in there? Maybe the breaststroke! MB]. I therefore started to gently swirl it around with the intention of ejecting 
whatever it was. In the course of this action my arm suffered an involuntary spasm, perhaps occasioned by some biting insect having worked its way into 
my jacket. My arm jerked forward, propelling the contents of the mug into the air in front of me and onto FRB, who happened to be standing in the circle at 
the time. 

The RA correctly condemned the incident, however unintended, and suggested that I take the knee to FRB by way of apology. 
Now, my knees being my knees, this would not have been advisable because once down, I would have been unable to get up. Unlike Insulate Britain, I do 

not need glue to keep me in place. This would then have created an obstruction on one of Her Majesty’s highways with possible consequences to the RA, as 
perpetrator, and to SH3 at large. At the very least it would have necessitated considerable effort to reinstate me to a vertical position. I therefore declined to 
take that course of action, choosing simply to give FRB a humble brotherly hug and convey my regrets into his ear (the good one, I think). 

I sincerely hope that FRB will not allow this unfortunate occurrence to in any way influence the level of mutual regard that has dominated our           
relationship in the past now that he understands the circumstances of its occurrence. 
 

Yours, Tosser 
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
Dear editor, In the light of the mud slide hashes that have been on offer in the last few weeks, I found a picture of the hashers at Atlanta's event wallowing 
in the said mud. It reminded me of the Flanders & Swann song (which only Gurney is 
old enough to remember) - The Hippopotamus Song and the famous chorus: 
Mud, mud, glorious mud 
Nothing quite like it for cooling the blood 
So follow me, follow 
Down to the hollow 
And there let us wallow in glorious mud 
Let's hope that the weather improves; otherwise we will continue "skating on mud!". 
 

Yours sincerely, King Wally, One of the hippos [should that read hippies? MB] 
—————————————————————————————————— 
And for all you Quadrupedofiles... 
On  Bank hol. Monday MAGISTRATO  aka Rhums  b. o. s  made a rare appearance to in a 3m chase at Chepstow  whilst ERIC BLOODAXE scored in 
heavy going in Limerick On the Tuesday REPRESENTING BOB 
got the better of SCOTTISH ACCENT aka GLASGOW WARRIOR etc. and the rest to win a 3m+ chase (gluttons for punishment some of these runners !)  
at Catterick The winner  said ' it was too far for SIR BOB to come so I took his place' BIT ON THE SIDE tried her luck in the first but probably feeling the 
effects of a sleepless night could only finish 9/10. 
CHRIS WOOD by Fast Company out of Surf the Net    finished well ahead of ANNA BUNINA Oven and MICKS SPIRIT to finish 2nd In a 2 miler at 
Musselburgh, ASK DYLAN was, all the rage finished nowhere  but it was IF NOT FOR DYLAN who won at 11 /1  in a chase at Ayr having been 7/7 there 
3 days earlier NIGEL NOTT aka BODY LINE D'ARCY WARD etc. was a 17/2 winner at Newcastle to be a 2/1 losing fav. 3 days  at Kempton later finish-
ing 6/7, 11yr old  ROYAL BIRTH  quite capable of springing a surprise in sprints has not competed since November 
GIBBERWELL was too engrossed in discussing international politics with any fellow nag who would listen to concentrate on the race in hand  finished 5th 
in heavy going at Wetherby  
  At  Lingfield MERWEB aka CAPTAIN WEBB etc.  came  7th only beating  GOONER BOY and 66/1 MIISS ELSA in a 
1.5 M hcp The 4yr old HAZEL (IRE) aka FLEUR IRLANDAISE  etc having come 11/11 at Southwell can  surely only improve on that at Chelmsford   
later this month We shall see  5yr old VINTAGE POLLY aka Polly Garter Speedy Humper etc made up a lot of ground after a slow start to finish 5th  at 
Newcastle. On the same card SIR MAXI only just failed to win over 7 furlongs beaten by a s/ head by     DUTCH de COY! 
Well  into The New Year we can only iterate the wish of a Happy Healthy & Rewarding one to all those who have got this far 
 

ON ON at a lollop,  LD Raleigh  

The Australian Open 
was cancelled! Star Dregs 

“I like my scotch the same  as I like my women. 
Ten years old and full of coke!”  
 

(ex) Prince Andrew 


